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Purpose is a unifying principle that drives everything you do. Knowing and

having a conviction on your purpose, especially during a crisis, is imperative.

Having a purpose and not deviating from it, doesn’t mean you can’t adjust or

even pivot. In fact, the opposite is true. Your purpose is the reason your

business exists. It’s not what you do or how you do it but rather why you do it.

Having a clear purpose allows you to adjust and pivot, to change the how’s and

what’s of your brand, while staying true to your why, to your purpose and the

reason your business exists.
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It’s worth looking into these areas as they will contribute to the success of

brands in the future. 
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Looking back at 2020, there were 3 main factors that played a role in helping

brands succeed. They can be summarised by a simple formula:

Purpose Nimble Humanity- - = Relevance

Purpose 
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But when you start the climb, conditions may change, and you have to adapt.

Sometimes you only need to make small adjustments but other times, you may

need to completely modify your approach, pick a different route or use

different skills and tools. But all those changes should still lead you to that

mountain top. In fact, the reason you make those changes is to ensure you can

still reach that mountain top. 

Without a clear purpose, without that mountain top, it’s difficult to know what

we need to change or how we need to adapt and where those changes will

lead to.

I often use the analogy of climbing a mountain to explain the difference

between your purpose (some brands call it mission) and your how’s and what’s.

Think of your purpose as that mountain top. To get to that mountain top, you

need to come up with a strategy and plan on how you’re going to climb that

mountain and what you need to do to get to the mountain top. 
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Purpose 
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It takes strong                     to maintain your conviction on your purpose,

especially during turbulent times. Leaders need to be able to address

immediate needs and difficult situations without losing sight of your purpose,

of that long term goal.

Purpose leads to                                      Knowing your purpose gives a clear and

strong sense of direction and creates alignment internally.  Everyone knows

where they are going and what they need to do to get there. They are

committed to the purpose and pulling in the same direction.

What you need to do 

Define your purpose

Set the direction – Demonstrate conviction on your purpose. The

choices and decisions you make as an organization are in alignment

with your purpose.  Consistency with your purpose is essential to

create, restore or drive confidence and trust internally and externally,

for staff, customers and investors alike.

1.

2. 

3. Demonstrate leadership – Remain

steady, composed and grounded on

your purpose and values. Able to

address immediate needs without

losing focus on the purpose, letting

chaos take over or making decisions

based on fear or the imminent danger

alone.

leadership

clarity and direction.

Purpose 
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Actively and carefully observe

and listen.

Being nimble means you can quickly adapt or move depending on the

circumstances. But it also means your quick actions are based on solid analysis.  

You act fast, but your decisions are based on careful observation and

evaluation. You have the right combination of                             and                to

act fast when needed or to keep the course.
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Nimble 

What you need to do 

1.

2. 

3. 

Discern what are the best

decision or course of action

based on your observations,

evaluating risks, resources and in

alignment with your purpose.

Act. Be decisive and act quickly

when needed. Demonstrate

fortitude

acumen, speed, courage
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What you need to do 

Listen to understand and deliver on

changing needs and priorities.

1.

2. 

3. 

State your brand’s values.

Be consistent. Act in alignment

with your values.

Humanity speaks to the brand’s ability

to be in tune with your audience

needs and wants. To carefully listen

and try to anticipate the changing

needs and desires of your audience

and deliver on them.  It’s about

having and demonstrating empathy

for your audience. It also means your

actions are based on your values and

beliefs. Your values are your moral

code and consumers want to engage

with brands with whom they share

values with. Stating and staying true

to your values creates affinity and

trust with your audience. 

Brands that have stayed true to their purpose, been nimble and demonstrated

humanity have created strong connections with their audiences. These brands

have become or increased their relevance to their audiences. They become

part of their audience’s lives and matter to them.
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Humanity
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                                             - Your team is your first audience. Brands

grow from the inside out, so keeping teams informed and connected

with the brand purpose is essential. Be open and honest and provide

recognition and support (mental health, flexibility).
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Other aspects to consider

1.

2. 

3. 

Internal communications

                         - Collaboration can be key, especially during a crisis.

Think of ways you can work together and combine forced that will be

beneficial for all involved.

Collaboration

                      - Technology can be incredibly beneficial but make sure

you have the right protection (i.e. against hacks or outages).  The more

dependent we become on technology the better protection we need.

Technology

                                 - Brands have a role and a duty to the people and

communities they serve. Consumers are demanding brands

demonstrate through action their commitment to making their

community and the world a better place. Act on your values (moral

code).

Just and equitable4. 

                                                     - Brands that are not in tune with their

audience and can’t stay on top of the shifting consumer behaviours are

at risk of becoming irrelevant. Practising empathy is key; actively

listening and trying to understand and anticipate your audience

changing needs, priorities and emotions and delivering on them.

Understanding your audience5. 

                  - Creativity and innovation go hand in hand. The ability to

imagine new ways, see new opportunities, and think differently, can be

invaluable for brands. Especially when you need to quickly change and

adapt to new circumstances.

Creativity6. 

                  - Flexibility has always been appreciated and this year, as

many of us worked from home, it became a requirement and its

appreciation and value increased.  Flexibility is likely to continue to be

highly valued and coveted for both internal and external audiences. 

 Brands that can provide flexibility for staff (working from home, flexible

hours) and for consumers (on-demand classes, tailored packages) are

likely to be more attractive and valued by talent and consumers.

Flexibility7. 
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For more information visit

www.marcastrategy.com
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